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The unprecedented 2013-2016 West Africa Ebola outbreak accelerated several medical
countermeasures (MCMs) against Ebola virus disease (EVD). Several investigational
products (IPs) were used throughout the outbreak but were not conclusive for efficacy
results. Only the Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) on ZMapp was promising but
inconclusive. More recently, during the second-largest Ebola outbreak in North Kivu and
Ituri provinces, Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), four IPs, including one small
molecule (Remdesivir), two monoclonal antibody (mAb) cocktails (ZMapp and REGN-EB3)
and a single mAb (mAb114), were evaluated in an RCT, the Pamoja Tulinde Maisha (PALM)
study. Two products (REGN-EB3 and mAb114) demonstrated efficacy as compared to the
control arm, ZMapp. There were remarkably few side effects recorded in the trial. The FDA
approved both medications in this scientifically sound study, marking a watershed moment
in the field of EVD therapy. These products can be produced relatively inexpensively and can
be stockpiled. The administration of mAbs in EVD patients appears to be safe and effective,
while several critical knowledge gaps remain; the impact of early administration of Ebola-
specific mAbs on developing a robust immune response for future Ebola virus exposure is
unknown. The viral mutation escape, leading to resistance, presents a potential limitation for
single mAb therapy; further improvements need to be explored. Understanding the
contribution of Fc-mediated antibody functions such as antibody-dependent cellular
cytotoxicity (ADCC) of those approved mAbs is still critical. The potential merit of
combination therapy and post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) need to be demonstrated.
Furthermore, the PALM trial has accounted for 30% of mortality despite the administration
of specific treatments. The putative role of EBOV soluble Glycoprotein (sGP) as a decoy to
the immune system, the virus persistence, and relapses might be investigated for treatment
failure. The development of pan-filovirus or pan-species mAbs remains essential for
protection. The interaction between FDA-approved mAbs and vaccines remains unclear
and needs to be investigated. In this review, we summarize the efficacy and safety results of
the PALM study and review current research questions for the further development of mAbs
in pre-exposure or emergency post-exposure use.
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INTRODUCTION

The Filoviridae family includes two genera: Marburgvirus and
Ebolavirus. These are enveloped viruses with a non-segmented,
single-stranded, negative-sense RNA genome. The Ebolavirus
genus has six virus species: Ebola virus (EBOV), Sudan
ebolavirus (SUDV), Taϊ Forest ebolavirus (TAFV), Reston
ebolavirus (RESTV), Bundibugyo ebolavirus (BDBV), and the
recently described Bombali ebolavirus (BOMV). Both EBOV and
SUDV were first described in 1976 in separate outbreaks in the
DRC and Sudan, respectively (1–3), and are responsible for
the greatest number of outbreaks. Since its first appearance, the
majority of EVD epidemics have primarily occurred in Central
Africa (4, 5). There has been no specific EVD treatment or cure
for about 44 years (6). In early 2013, efforts started to identify
MCMs to treat accidental laboratory exposure. The consensus to
focus effort on mAbs, as a potential promising therapeutic, has
been reached (7). Historical use of polyclonal antibodies to treat
filovirus infection has shown some promising success.
Convalescent sera were administered to patients with active
EVD during the 1995 Kikwit, Zaire outbreak. The mortality
reported out of the eight treated patients was 12.5%, a major
reduction over the global mortality of EVD cases without specific
medical intervention (8).The deadly Ebola outbreak in West
Africa from 2013 to 2016 has spurred the development of many
EVD MCMs. World Health Organization (WHO) convened in
August 2014 to consider the use of unregistered interventions
during the EBOV outbreak under expanded access protocol
(EAP) (9). IPs have been identified based on extensive
preclinical testing in animal models demonstrating post-
exposure efficacy and on tracked record safety data from
previous human studies. During this 2013-2016 West-Africa
Ebola outbreak, several identified IPs have been used in non-
control studies with a limited conclusion on efficacy. An RCT
with ZMapp, a cocktail of mAbs, as the intervention arm was
initiated late during the outbreak, and the results did not reach
the pre-specified statistical threshold for efficacy against Ebola
(10). Most recently, the second-largest EVD outbreak in history
(3,470 cases; 2,287 deaths) occurred in the provinces of North-
Kivu and Ituri/DRC. This outbreak began on August 1, 2018,
following the DRC Ministry of Health’s official declaration, and
ended on June 25, 2020, with an active transmission period of up
to two years (4, 11–13). The difficulty in implementing and
deploying public health measures was exacerbated by the
political instability of the region and the high level of
community mistrust of international and even national
response teams (11, 13, 14). Additionally, the proximity of the
North-Kivu and Ituri provinces to the Uganda borders created
the potential for virus spreading to neighboring countries, as was
seen during the 2013 West African EVD experience (4).
Fortunately, this did not occur. Although critical challenges
were encountered during this outbreak, joint effort of
multidisciplinary teams, the traditional measures of prevention,
and the innovative strategies, including IPs, were able to control
the epidemic (11, 13, 14). The PALM RCT took place during this
outbreak and evaluated the efficacy of 4 promising therapies
against EBOV. Two IPs, mAb114 and REGN-EB3, successfully
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demonstrated efficacy against EBOV by significantly reducing
the mortality rate of EVD compared to ZMapp (15). Although
the efficacy results of mAb114 and REGN-EB3 were noticeable,
35.1% (61/174) and 33.5% (52/155) of the participants who
received respectively mAb114 and REGN-EB3 died. The
mortality was even higher, around 69.9% (51/73) and 63.6%
(42/66) for mAb114 and REGN-EB3 respectively in the subset of
participants presenting with high viral load (Ct ≤22) at baseline.
Causes explaining this residual mortality may be related to the
virus, the host, and even the intervention itself. Considering the
future expanded use of those EVD FDA-approved therapies,
continuous research efforts should be made to improve those
products. In this review, we summarize the efficacy and safety
results of the PALM study for the current FDA-approved mAbs
therapeutics against EBOV and review ongoing research
questions in further development of mAbs for improving
efficacy in treatment or post-exposure prophylactic use.
PALM EBOLA RCT: EFFICACY
RESULTS, SAFETY, AND ROOM
FOR SURVIVAL IMPROVEMENT

Early during the North-Kivu and Ituri EVD epidemic, four IPs
including a polymerase inhibitor (Remdesivir), two cocktails of
mAbs (REGN-EB3 and ZMapp), and a single human mAb
(mAb114) were rolled out under the Monitored Emergency Use
of Unregistered Interventions (MEURI) protocol (16). While this
protocol was not controlled, an RCT (clincaltrials.gov identifier
NCT03729586), the PALM study, evaluating the efficacy and
safety of those four MCMs, was initiated in November of 2018
(15). The target sample size was 725 patients (15). The primary
endpoint was mortality at day 28. During the interim review of
the Data Safety and Monitoring Board (DSMB) in August 2019,
two products were identified to have crossed the pre-specified
statistical threshold for efficacy against Ebola, at which point the
DSMB recommended halting enrollment. Six hundred seventy-
three patients out of a total of 681 enrolled patients received
specific treatments. The global case fatality rate (CFR) reported
during this outbreak was ~67%. The study results related to the
primary outcome were mortality at 50% and 53% for ZMapp and
Remdesivir, respectively after 28 days of follow up. Adult and
pediatric patients receiving REGN-EB3 and mAb114 had 28-day
CFRs of 34% and 35%, respectively. In the group of patients with
high viral load (Ct ≤ 22.0), the CFR was 85% for ZMapp and
Remdesivir, 64% and 70%, respectively for REGN-EB3 and
mAb114. The overall survival improved in all therapeutic arms
when the viral load was low (Ct>22) with a CFR of 25%, 29%,
10%, and 11%, respectively for ZMapp, Remdesivir, REGN-EB3,
and mAb114 (15). Reported severe adverse events (SAE) possibly
related to the trial drugs all resulted in death during the study.
Four SAE in three patients were represented by gastrointestinal
syndrome worsening, peri-infusional hypotension and hypoxia
under ZMapp, and hypotension under Remdesivir. Following the
DSMB review and recommendations, the study continued to
enroll under two arms only (mAb114 and REGN-EB3) (15),
August 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 721328
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which have demonstrated efficacy against EBOV and were
recently approved by the US FDA for use in adults and
pediatric EVD patients (17, 18). Importantly, improved survival
during the PALM trial was noticed even in patients at high risk of
disease. Also, the early arrival of EVD patients to the Ebola
treatment center (ETC) was a determinant for survival when
compared to patients admitted later in the disease course with risk
of vital organ failure. Despite the PALM study finding these
therapeutics to be highly effective against EBOV, some treated
patients still succumbed with high viral load. Aggressive standard
of care may help support vital functions and increase survival, as
demonstrated by the 2013-2016 West African EVD cases
transferred in specialized intensive unit care in Western countries.

Furthermore, based on the observation of seroconverted
contacts who arrived late at the ETC, a field approach
proposes using current FDA-approved therapeutics for post-
exposure prophylaxis (PEP) on EVD contacts with a high risk of
exposure. This approach is currently restricted to health care
workers (HCW) with documented exposure risk (needle stick
injury), and guidelines have been established for their prompt
medical care management. Extending the use of current FDA-
approved therapeutics for PEP at the community level may
present an attractive option based on their easy parenteral
administration and good tolerance. However, before being
implemented on a large scale, the endeavor of PEP using
specific mAbs in exposure to EBOV must be evaluated in a
controlled study for proof of efficacy. A preliminary step in this
concept will be to clearly define the “high-risk” contact in the
health care facility and the community, knowing that less than
10% of contacts eventually seroconvert or develop the disease.

The persistence of EBOV has been previously reported in
survivors with evidence of viral replication (19) and consecutive
occurrence of sequelae. The molecular weight of mAbs limits
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 3
their penetration into immune sanctuaries where EBOV persists.
Combination therapy of EVD FDA-approved mAbs with
promising antiviral small molecules may help to clear the virus
completely. The need to improve patient care and to pursue new
drugs discovery are important goals. However, they should not
shadow the extraordinary advances achieved in outbreak
response and mAb treatment that have fundamentally changed
the prognosis of EVD from a near certainty of death to a
potentially curable disease.
OVERVIEW OF FDA-APPROVED MEDICAL
COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST EVD

Development and Mechanism of Action
There are significant differences between mAb114 and REGN-
EB3 in terms of how they were produced and how they
work. (Table 1).

mAb114 is a human immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) isolated 11
years after clinical infection of a 1995 Kikwit EVD survivor in
DRC (19). mAb114 was selected after isolation and screening of a
panel of memory B-cells for its ability to bind to the EBOV
envelope glycoprotein (GP) and neutralize the virus in
vitro (Figure 5A).

Heavy and light chain sequences were obtained by PCR
amplification, and DNA sequencing after the mAb114 memory
B cell clone was identified (Figure 1). A conventional expression
vector was used to clone heavy and light chain sequences. This
expression vector was utilized to produce a stable Chinese
Hamster Ovary (CHO) DG44 cell line for manufacturing (19).

mAb114 targets the glycan cap and the core domain of the GP
sub-unit 1 (GP1) of EBOV. This mAb binds to a conserved
TABLE 1 | Brief comparison of mAb114 and REGN-EB3 characteristics.

Features and
properties

MAb114 REGN-EB3

Presentation - Single mAb - Cocktail of 3 mAbs (REGN3470, REGN3471, and REGN3479 in a ratio of
1:1:1)

Origin - Derived from memory B cells from a survivor of the 1995
EBOV outbreak in Kikwit, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
approximately 11 years after infection

- Immunization VelocImmune mice with DNA encoding Ebola virus glycoprotein
and purified EBOVGP followed by cloning the human variable regions onto human
constant regions, leading to a fully human antibody

Targeted epitope - glycan cap and the core domain of the glycoprotein sub-
unit 1 (GP1)

- REGN 3479: conserved GP2 fusion loop.
- REGN 3471: outer glycan cap
- REGN 3470: GP1 Head

Mechanism of
action

- Neutralization - Antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity,
- Antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity - phagocyte stimulants,

- virus internalization inhibitors
Advantages - Single Antibody - Cocktail mAbs

- Resisting at low pH environment (GP rearrangement with
cathepsin);

- Targeting several different epitopes (reduce the selection of resistant virus)

- Binding in a highly conserved region reduces the risk of
escape mutants;

- Single shot

- Single-shot option with short infusion time (30’ to 1h); - Good half-life
- Good half-life
- Highly stable
- Easy to manufacture with large scale production

Dosing - 50 mg/kg - 150mg/kg
August 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 721328
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amino acid region on the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the
EBOV GP (Figure 2A) and remains bound both in physiological
and low intracellular pH environments, preventing the GP from
engaging the host cell receptor protein [Niemann– Pick
intracellular cholesterol transporter 1 protein (NPC1)] in late
endosomes (Figure 3).

The advantage of targeting the RBD is that it reduces the
danger of escape mutants while preserving the mAb’s high
neutralizing activity (19). Indeed, some viruses have evolved
mechanisms that allow them to circumvent efficient neutralizing
antibodies responses and instead trigger them at much lower
doses. In the context of highly antigenic variable viral strains,
effective responses refer not only to their neutralization potency
but also to their ability to neutralize various circulating
global isolates.
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 4
REGN-EB3 is a cocktail of 3 human IgG1 mAbs (REGN3470,
REGN3471, and REGN3479) that has been identified as an
effective cure against EBOV. These mAbs are of a similar
canonical structure.

Immunizing mice (VelocImmune mice) with both DNA
expressing EBOV GP and/or pure EBOV GP was the first
step in developing REGN-EB3 (Figure 4). VelocImmune
mice express human immunoglobulin heavy and kappa light
chain variable regions and mouse constant regions. Mouse-
generated antibodies were screened for their ability to block
entry of EBOV GP-pseudotyped particles into susceptible cells.
Additional tests were performed to evaluate binding to GP at
endosomal pH, absence of cross-competition, binding to sGP,
and Fc effector functions. Three mAbs (REGN3470,
REGN3471, and REGN3479) were selected based on these
FIGURE 1 | mAb114 development technique. Blood collected from EVD survivor. PBMC isolation followed by identification of the mAb114 memory B cell clone.
Heavy and light chain sequences obtained by PCR amplification and DNA sequencing. Heavy and light chain sequences cloned into a standard expression vector.
Expression vector used to generate a stably transfected CHO DG44 cell line for use in manufacture.
A B

FIGURE 2 | Binding sites of FDA-approved mAbs therapeutics on EBOV GP. (A) Crystal structure of GP Muc interacting with Fabs of mAb114. Fabs are shown
in pink (heavy chain) and white (light chain). GP Muc promoters are in green and beige for molecular surfaces while the third is represented by ribbon strings.
(B) Relative binding sites of REGN-EB3 on EBOV GP. adapted from ref (20). REGN3471, REGN3470, and REGN3479 combined reconstructions on a single EBOV
GPDTM, demonstrating the relative locations of the epitopes on GP from the three competition groups. Only one Fab is shown per antibody.
August 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 721328
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screening criteria and then manufactured using CHO isogenic
cell bank (20, 22).

The three antibodies in REGN-EB3 bind to non-overlapping
epitopes on the GP, (Figure 2B) potentially increasing efficacy
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 5
and reducing the likelihood of escape mutants (22). The
complementarity-determining regions within the heavy chain
and light chain variable domains of each mAb combine to form
the binding site for its target, the GP protein of EBOV (22).
FIGURE 3 | Ebola virus uptake, entry model, and mAb114 mode of action [(adapted from ref (21). Viral particles bind to various surface factors and trigger
macropinocytosis, leading to trafficking to endosomes. Acid-dependent proteases (cathepsin B and cathepsin L) remove the MLD and glycan cap in the low-pH
endosome environment, revealing the RBD in the GP1 core, previously blocked by these domains. The host cell receptor, NPC1(red), is then engaged by virions with
exposed RBDs, resulting in the host and viral cell membranes fusion and the release of the viral genome into the target cell cytoplasm. In late endosomes, mAb114
binding prevents the GP from interacting with the host cell receptor protein NPC1. Brown shading indicates the cell membrane and cytoplasm. The endosomal
membrane is green with a brown border, while the endosomal lumen is light gray. The nucleus is dark gray, with a blue-black membrane around it.
FIGURE 4 | REGN-EB3 development technique. To generate an immune response, transgenic mice (VelocImmune) are immunized with a DNA vaccine encoding
EBOV GP and/or recombinant EBOV GP. Splenocytes are harvested and fused with myeloma cells to create hybridoma cells that produce antibodies continuously.
Selected leads are utilized to generate chimeric or humanized antibodies after they have been screened.
August 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 721328
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REGN3479 has neutralizing activity and prevents the entry of the
virus into the host cell (Figure 5A). Upon binding to its target,
REGN3471 engages FcgRIIIa to trigger ADCC function.
REGN3470 combines neutralization and ADCC activities
(Figure 5B). Each mAb is produced in low fucose cell lines to
enhance binding to FcgRIIIa and effector function activity (20).

Preclinical Experience
mAb114’s therapeutic potential has been tested in Non-Human
Primates (NHPs) in EBOV challenge experiments. These
investigations found that a single 50 mg/kg or 30 mg/kg
infusion given up to 5 days after the challenge provided
complete protection from death, indicating that a single dosage
of mAb114 could be a viable treatment for EBOV (23).

The repeated dose Pharmacokinetic (PK) of mAb114 was
characterized using healthy rhesus monkeys (23). mAb114 was
administered over four weeks by IV administration either once
weekly at dose levels of 0 (vehicle control), 50, and 500 mg/kg or
thrice weekly at a dose level of 50 mg/kg (150 mg/kg/week). Serum
samples were collected pre-dose on Day 1 and at post-dose time
points throughout the dosing phase of the study and 8-week
recovery for quantitating serum levels of mAb114 and
characterization of PK. The studies found no detectable levels of
mAb114 in the pre-dose samples or the samples taken from the
control group (0 mg/kg IV). After IV administration, the maximal
blood concentrations of mAb114 were frequently attained 15 to 60
minutes post-dose for both sexes, following the first and last doses.
The increase in plasmatic concentration between 50 and 500 mg/
kg/week was generally dose-proportional for both sexes.

In summary, PK analyses revealed that substantial levels of
mAb114 in blood were achieved in monkeys after IV
administration, with no significant gender-related changes in
PK characteristics. According to the findings, mAb114 has linear
kinetics, accumulates after the repeated dose, and most monkeys
were exposed for up to 77 days. The clearance of mAb114 was
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 6
defined, with mean terminal half-lives ranging from 7 to 15 days
when they combined t1/2 data from both sexes (19).

EBOV challenge tests in NHP have also been used to assess
REGN-EB3’s therapeutic potential (20). NHPs were given the
mAb cocktail to determine efficacy, define the effective dose and
the frequency of administration. These studies found that
administration of antibody cocktail at different dose-regimens
post-infection with the Kikwit strain of the virus can treat an
established EBOV infection and help animals recover from
advanced EVD.

Animals given 150mg/kg of mAb cocktail demonstrated a
better survival rate than placebo. However, survival is dosage-
dependent, and for maximum therapeutic benefit, a single dose
of 100 mg/kg or higher was necessary (20).

REGN-EB3 PK data on NHPs are still unpublished, but they
served to guide development of PK experiment during the phase
1a clinical study (22). The trial studied four dose levels (3, 15, 60,
and 150mg/kg). The PK of REGN-EB3 following intravenous (IV)
infusion was linear, and t1/2 was dose-independent for each mAb
and ranged from 20.2 to 22.7 days, the t1/2 for REGN-EB3 was in
the range expected for a typical mAb exhibiting linear PK (22).

Clinical Experience
mAb114 and REGN-EB3 were used in adult and pediatric
subjects infected with EBOV in the PALM RCT and under
EAP during the 2018 EBOV outbreak in DRC. The efficacy
and safety results of these two therapeutics are summarized in
the previous section of this review. During subsequent EBOV
outbreaks, notably in the provinces of Equateur/DRC in 2020,
North-Kivu/DRC in 2021, and N’Zerekore/Guinea in 2021, the
two therapeutic mAbs were also used for the treatment of EVD
patients under the EAP.

mAb114 is available in two injectable forms: a lyophilized
form stored between 2°C and 8°C and a frozen liquid form stored
between -35°C and -15°C. mAb114 recommended dose is 50 mg/kg
A B

FIGURE 5 | Illustrative mechanisms of FDA-approved mAbs therapeutics. (A) Neutralization Illustrative representation of mAb114 (lavender color) and two REGN-
EB3 components [REGN3470 (blue color) and REGN3479 (red color)] neutralization activity. (B) ADCC. Illustrative representation of mAb114 (lavender color) and two
REGN-EB3 components [REGN3470 (blue color) and REGN3471 (black color)] ADCC activity.
August 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 721328
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administered as a single IV infusion over 60 minutes after
dilution in 0.9% Sodium Chloride Injection or Lactate Ringer.
The lyophilized product is first reconstituted with Sterile Water
for Injection before further dilution.

REGN-EB3 is delivered as a sterile aqueous solution to store
in the refrigerator between 2°C and 8°C. REGN-EB3 is
administered as a single IV infusion following dilution in 0.9%
Sodium Chloride Injection, Lactate Ringer Injection, or 5%
Dextrose Injection at a dose of 150 mg/kg (50 mg of
REGN3470, 50 mg of REGN3471, and 50 mg of REGN3479).

Current Scientific Questions Related to
Ebola-Specific mAbs Use
Due to the fast evolution of viral infections, the risk of developing
drug resistance is a problem for any mAb therapy. When selective
pressure is applied in the context of medication therapy, such
resistance becomes more apparent. To achieve better efficacy and
to prevent viral escape mutation, a cocktail of two ormore mAbs is
preferred over a single mAb. Still, this approach increases
manufacturing volumes and costs, complicates formulation (24,
25), and prevents novel strategies like antibody delivery via viral
vectors or non-vectored nucleic acids (26). Since the single mAb
KZ52 failed to confer complete protection against EBOV in NHPs
in 1999 (27), single mAb therapy was considered a risky approach.
Recently, mAb114 has changed this therapeutic consideration in
the Ebola field. Nonetheless, a recent report mentioned a relapse
case of acute EVD in a survivor of the 2018–2020 EBOV outbreak
in North-Kivu and Ituri provinces in the DRC, previously treated
with mAb114 (28). This observation brought back the question
related to virus mutation escaping single mAb therapeutic
pressure, resulting in variant harboring resistance. Investigations
performed on the isolated variant virus showed the distant
location of mutations on viral envelop GP (G6800A/E258K and
A6867G/E280G) from mAb114 binding site (29). Furthermore, in
vitro assays performed to test the ability of mAb114 to neutralize
viruses bearing the mutant GP (30) excluded mAb114 selective
pressures hypothesis as a potential cause of the virus GP variation.
However, considering the unpredictable occurrence of mutations
resulting from an adaptive evolutionary process, improvement of
mAb114 to develop the ability to bind at more than one epitope
could mitigate the potential risk of inducing virus mutation. This
improvement will build on the rationale behind the development
of mAb114, which is to provide a simplified therapeutic product
and dosing regimen for EVD, identify the mechanism(s) of EVD
protection, and explore development for potential stockpiling.

Bispecific antibodies have recently attracted a lot of attention
since they allow for unique mechanisms of action and therapeutic
uses that are not possible with traditional IgG-based antibodies.

Klein et al. (31) developed the CrossMab technology, that uses
domain crossover of Ig domains in the bispecific antibody’s Fab
region to ensure proper light chain interaction (25). CrossMab
technology has demonstrated promising results in animal
models to treat various viral diseases such as Zika and
COVID-19 (29, 30). To date, only a few studies have explored
the proof-of-concept of this technique for Ebola, using small
animal models (32–34). The therapeutic synergy of bispecific
mAbs has not yet explicitly been demonstrated, and effectiveness
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 7
also needs to be shown in large animal models to allow
progression to clinical trial.

The PALM RCT used a defined mAb114 dose of 50mg/kg,
having demonstrated a linear PK in phase 1 clinical trial with a
half-life of 24.2 days (19). In most cases, systemically
administered mAbs have biphasic PK patterns in circulation,
with a quick distribution and a later elimination phase. Because
of their size and solubility, mAbs have a limited distribution in
the vasculature and interstitial space, as well as lengthy half-lives
(11–30 days in humans). Fundamental PK parameters of mAbs
such as clearance and half-life are dose-dependent and nonlinear
clearance is expected and often observed at low doses. Linear and
predictable clearance is expected above the saturation dose range
(35). One hypothesis is that the current mAb114 dose not
reaching saturation and could explain some therapeutic failures
in patients with high viral load. Using a higher dose of mAb114
(>50mg/kg) to reach saturation may be considered to improve
product bioavailability and patient survival.

Other functional properties of mAb114 need to be better
explored to understand all mechanisms involved in protecting
against the virus. Corti et al. (23) speculated that the mAb114
antibody’s particular neutralization mechanism and in vitro
ADCC (Figure 5B) activity might contribute to its ability to
protect macaques from deadly EVD. The production of ADCC-
inducing antibodies or the addition of ADCC-enhancing
mutations to neutralizing antibodies, according to Liu et al.
(36), could improve their preventive or therapeutic capability
against EBOV infection. Engagement of FcɣRs is required for
antibody effector functions (37).

Point mutations, glycoengineering, Fc domain exchange,
exchange across isotypes, and IgG multimerization affect binding
to FcɣRs, resulting in increased ADCC (38). These modifications
may be envisaged to improve mAb114’s effector functions.

The cocktail REGN-EB3 seems to present great benefice for
the treatment of EVD patients, but its manufacturing for large
stockpile production may be costly (production of three mAbs)
(39). Potential concerns related to product saturation may also
be applied for REGN-EB3 administered to deceased patients with
a high viral load during the PALM RCT study. Room for
improvement is still available, and strategies used to increase
the potency of any mAb could also find its application with
REGN-EB3 for enhancing the therapeutic effect of the product.

The efficacy of both mAb products is noticeable. However, it is
worth exploring the cost-effectiveness, the number of doses that can
be manufactured, and the possible target populations for use.
Improvement on both products should be prioritized for future use.
PUTATIVE ROLE OF EBOV SOLUBLE
GLYCOPROTEIN AS A DECOY
OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND
TREATMENT FAILURE

Understanding how EBOV suppresses or evades the host
immune response is crucial for developing vaccines and MCMs
against the virus. The release of a shortened viral glycoprotein,
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sGP, by EBOV-infected cells is one widely postulated immune
evasion strategy used by EBOV. sGP is a non-structural protein
resulting from transcriptional editing of the native GP
(Figure 6). GP1 and GP2 are the major structural components
found on the EBOV surface, and they mediate host cell adhesion
and fusion. As a result, most EBOV vaccine and treatment
research focuses on GP1,2, and it is widely believed that robust
anti-GP1,2 antibody response is required for protection against
deadly EBOV infection (40). Also, the binding of mAbs on sGP is
not required to confer protection against EBOV (41). Like
influenza Hemagglutinin (HA) and HIV Envelop (Env)
protein, EBOV GP1,2 produces trimeric spikes on virion
surfaces (42). GP is a Class I fusion protein, like HA and Env.
GP is produced as an uncleaved precursor (GP0), which is then
cleaved into two functional subunits in the Golgi complex by the
protease furin (43). The N-terminal GP1 subunit contains
the putative RBD, while the C-terminal GP2 subunit contains
the fusion apparatus and transmembrane domain. The virus
genome encodes GP1,2 in two fragmented reading frames.

The two reading frames are linked by the viral polymerase
inserting an adenosine at an editing site (a tract of 7-As),
resulting in an mRNA transcript that facilitates the read-
through translation of GP1,2 (44, 45). However, only about
20% of transcripts are edited, leaving the remaining 80% with
a premature stop codon, resulting in the production of a
truncated glycoprotein product that is discharged in large
quantities into the extracellular space. Although all EBOV
species produce sGP, its role has been a source of controversy.
Unlike GP1,2, sGP forms homodimers and appears to have some
intrinsic anti-inflammatory activity (46, 47).

The finding that EBOV rapidly mutates to synthesize mostly
GP1,2 in cell culture but reverts to a largely sGP-producing
phenotype in vivo shows that sGP plays a significant role in virus
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 8
survival within the host (48). According to the existing evidence,
sGP could be engaged in various processes ranging from
repairing endothelial cell barrier capabilities to influencing the
immunological response (49). Because more than 90% of sGP’s
sequence overlaps with the N-terminal portion of GP1,2, it was
first thought that sGP could act as a decoy for anti-GP1,2
antibodies. Early attempts to find such activity produced
conflicting results, and placed doubt on the concept (50–54).
Furthermore, recent research has shown that immunizing
against GP1,2 generates antibodies mostly against epitopes that
are not shared with sGP (55–58). However, the majority of these
researches looked at mAbs from animals inoculated with
vaccines that contained or expressed predominantly GP1,2,
which does not reflect the state of infection in nature. One
recent study looked at mAbs from mice vaccinated with a
Venezuelan equine encephalitis replicon that generates both
GP1,2 and sGP and discovered that many of these antibodies
cross-reacted (59). Additionally, human EVD survivors’ mAbs
have been demonstrated to react with sGP (50).

During the RCT PALM study, FDA-approved EVD
therapeutics demonstrated significant efficacy in reducing EVD
mortality. Nevertheless, residual mortality of 34% and 35%,
respectively for REGN-EB3 and mAb114, has been reported
for patients randomized under these products. With its role as a
decoy, sGP could be one of the potential reasons for residual
mortality by binding EBOV-neutralizing antibodies and
impairing a protective humoral immune response (52, 60).
Evidence has shown that mAb114 cross-reacts with sGP (23)
and one of the mAb included in the REGN-EB3 cocktail also
cross-reacts with sGP (20).

The significant degree of similarity between sGP and GP
suggests that passive immunotherapies aimed at GP may interact
with sGP (21). The protomers of sGP adopt a conformation
FIGURE 6 | Linear schematic representation of the Ebola virus GP monomer with GP1,2 subunits and sGP [adapted from ref (21)]. The GP1 core (blue, residues
33–189), the cathepsin cleavage loop (yellow, residues 190–210), the glycan cap (yellow, residues 211–308), and the highly glycosylated mucin-like domain (white,
residues 309–501) are the four parts of GP1. An internal fusion loop (IFL) region (red, residues 502–553), an hepta repeat (HR)/membrane-proximal external region
(MPER) (orange, residues 554–650), and a transmembrane domain/cytoplasmic tail region (green residues 651–676) constitute GP2. The co-transcriptional editing of
the GP gene-editing site, which results in the transcript of the sGP product and the post-transcriptional cleavage of the GP precursor by a host furin, are also shown.
The proteolytic cleavages of cathepsin B (CatB) and cathepsin L (CatL) are also depicted. Cathepsin B cleaves at position 190, while cathepsin L cleaves at position
201. Branched lines indicate the approximate positions of potential glycosylation sites.
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similar to that of GP’s overlapping area, which comprises the
whole GP1 core and nearly the whole glycan cap region (21).
Analysis of samples from dead patients gathered during the
study could be an appealing way to establish the role of sGP as an
immune decoy and could be useful in developing new therapies
or vaccine methods.
HYPOTHETICAL RISK OF mAbs
ADMINISTRATION TO EARLY EVENTS OF
DOWNSTREAM IMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT IN EVD PATIENT

The balance between virus and host defenses determines the
outcome of each step of viral infection, from viral entry to local
replication, dissemination (viremia), amplification in targeted
organs, the onset of disease, and finally recovery (virus shedding)
or death. Local (innate immunity) and systemic (specific
humoral and cellular immunity) recovery mechanisms are
triggered at each stage of virus propagation through the body.
The uncontrolled viral replication of EBOV is fundamental to its
pathogenesis because of cytopathic effects and deregulation of
the host immune response. During EVD, virally driven immune
system damage develops through several pathways. Furthermore,
it is thought that the Ebola virus predominantly targets
macrophages and dendritic cells, resulting in a weakened
innate and adaptive immune response, allowing for
uncontrolled viral replication and spread (36, 61). Patients
recovering from EVD develop antibodies that can persist for
several years in the plasma. Antibody production kinetics during
EVD is described as an early occurrence between day 2 and 9 for
IgM and between day 6 and 19 for IgGs. IgMs quickly reach the
plateau and fall off around day 29, while IgGs progressively reach
the plateau and lasts for years (Figure 7) (62, 63). This kinetic
profile is similar to what is observed in some viral infections. For
infected subjects who mount a robust immunity and successfully
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 9
control infection, antibodies developed can confer lifelong
protection against future exposure (64).

Concerns have been raised in the field about the potential effect
of early EBOV-specific therapeutics (especially in the setting of
mild or subclinical disease) on downstream protective immunity,
given the recent introduction of FDA-approved therapeutics in
medical care management and its potential large rollout during
future outbreaks. This hypothetical concern is essential to
investigate and may provide valuable contributions in the field
management of survivors as exemplified during the 2018-2020
EVD outbreak in North-Kivu and Ituri provinces in DRC. The
approach consisted of involving cured patients or survivors (HCW
and non-HCW) in playing integrated roles in the care of EVD
patients inside the ETC after discharge. Typically, ETCs utilizing
this strategy have deployed EVD survivors with “light PPE” for
contact precautions rather than the full EVD PPE. This strategy
has allowed them to stay inside the ETC “red zone” for more
extended periods and provide constant care for the most
vulnerable patients, including children, the elderly, and pregnant
women. Indeed, their role as “guardians of the sick” has
importantly enabled the optimized supportive and psychological
care in this outbreak, particularly by increasing patient monitoring
and providing comfort to these fragile populations. The
underlying assumption is that EVD survivors would generally
have protective immunity to typical exposures to the same
outbreak isolate and would not be re-infected with EBOV.
However, protective immunity in the human survivor
population has not yet been well characterized, especially in an
EVD-specific treated cohort. In addition, the effect of EVD-
specific treatment on an individual ability to mount a robust
immune response has not yet been investigated. Administration of
mAbs in EVD patients during the disease may mitigate early
events involved in antigenic exposure to the immune system.
However, it could jeopardize the subsequent development of
robust natural immune response during future EBOV exposure.
It is therefore critical that we thoroughly study the adaptive
immunity in this growing cohort of treated survivors.
FIGURE 7 | Antigen and antibodies kinetic during EBOV infection. Dotted lines indicate maximal range, and solid lines indicate mean range. After the period of
incubation estimated from 2 to 21 days, EVD patients become symptomatic. Virus antigen becomes detectable early after the beginning of symptoms and can
persist until day 6-16. Antibody production kinetic during EVD is described as an early occurrence between day 2 and 9 for IgM and between day 6 and 19 for IgG.
IgM quickly reach the plateau and fall off around day 29 or longer (day 168); while IgG increase progressively to reach the plateau and last for years (11-40 years).
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POTENTIAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
PRIOR VACCINATION WITH FDA-
APPROVED EVD-SPECIFIC VACCINE
AND THERAPEUTICS

The US FDA licensed the first vaccine against EBOV in 2019, a
recombinant, live-attenuated viral vector in which the G protein
of vesicular stomatitis virus is replaced with the GP of EBOV
(rVSV-EBOV-GP, Ervebo® by Merck) (65). This vaccine
provided preventive, immediate, and post-exposure protection
in NHPs, demonstrating significant efficacy.

During the 2013–2016 West Africa outbreak, rVSV-EBOV-GP
showed 100% human protection in many phase III clinical studies
involving over 10,000 people (66).

Following the widespread use of rVSV-EBOV-GP in the
North-Kivu EVD outbreak, more than 218,000 doses were
given to people at high risk of EBOV exposure by 2020 (67).
In addition, three MCMs were tested against a comparator arm,
Zmapp, in the first EVD RCT, PALM, conducted during the
same outbreak. It was the first time that investigational anti-EVD
drugs were widely employed, resulting in the largest cohort of
EVD patients ever treated.

However, no detailed immunological description of
vaccination or MCMs-elicited immunity from this cohort has
been established to our knowledge. Furthermore, few
investigations in West Africa have attempted to define the
immunological profile of survivors, including vaccinated
subjects (68), without considering the possibility of interaction
between the two therapies. Also, the delay in introducing those
therapeutics at the tail of the epidemic in West Africa made it
challenging to assemble reliable and conclusive data.

The PALM study also recorded participants’ vaccination
status based on self-reported. Even though the source of
vaccination status may present a limitation, 25% of all PALM
enrolled participants reported being vaccinated prior to the onset
of symptoms (15). While the rVSV-EBOV vaccine has very high
efficacy, breakthrough infections still occur, possibly due to
insufficient vaccine-induced immunity (69). Given the
likelihood of future widespread use of this vaccine in hot zones
during outbreaks and preventive administration to frontline
healthcare workers, close attention needs to be provided to the
vaccine-elicited immunity to avoid putting vaccinated
individuals at risk.

The utilization of EBOV-specific therapeutics during the
susceptibility windows post-vaccination has prompted doubts
and concerns about agonist or antagonist effects between mAbs-
based therapeutics and the vaccine. The most serious worry is the
possible harmful interaction caused by co-administration of an
EBOV GP vaccine with therapeutic mAbs that target EBOV GP,
which is currently the most effective post-exposure EBOV
vaccine for humans. Previous preclinical research indicated
that vaccinating animals before the EBOV challenge and then
treating them afterward provided complete protection without
any clinical illness (70). Furthermore, results from self-reported
vaccination status collected during the PALM study revealed a
low mortality rate among infected vaccinated participants as
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compared to those who reported no vaccination (27.1% vs.
48.4%) (15), which support a benefice of mAbs-based therapy
and vaccine combination as demonstrated by the experience of
T.W Geisbert and team on NHPs (70). However, additional
investigations need to be done to confirm the vaccination status
of those PALM participants. Sequential human samples need to
be collected from future outbreaks to corroborate this finding,
though this will be challenging given the unpredictable
occurrence and remote location of Ebola outbreaks.

Therefore, it is understood that breakthrough infection may occur
in vaccine recipients. Thus, the treatment option should consider
addressing the need for further investigations to deeply understand
current FDA-approved vaccine and therapeutic interactions.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PAN-
FILOVIRUSES mAbs AND mAbs AGAINST
OTHER SPECIES OF EBOLAVIRUS
REMAINS VITAL FOR PROTECTION

EBOV, SUDV, BDBV, TAFV, RESTV, and the newly described
BOMV are the six Ebolavirus species that have been isolated so far.
While RESTV does not cause disease in humans and TAFV has
only been linked to one nonlethal infection, EBOV and SUDV
have been linked to significant human EVD epidemics with CFRs
ranging from 25 to 90% (71). In the NHP model of Ebolavirus
infection, all five classical Ebolavirus species are fatal (71). EBOV
and related filoviruses (SUDV and Marburgvirus) have produced
periodic epidemics since their discovery in 1976, each impacting a
few hundred persons within a geographically confined area. While
the outbreaks were concerning, no evidence of filovirus spreading
as a massive epidemic through urban and rural regions was
discovered until 2013 (72). The 2013 Ebola outbreak and the
newly evolved severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2,
responsible for the current coronavirus disease pandemic since
2019 (73) illustrate that emerging and re-emerging viruses pose a
health concern to humans.

It is then expected that other filoviruses with the potential to
cause an outbreak with severe disease manifestation will emerge;
we should be prepared with prevention and therapeutics tools to
intervene in such an occurrence. Based on the success of two
mAb-based therapies against EBOV in clinical trials (15) and
their approval by the US FDA for the treatment of EVD in adults
and pediatric patients (74), research should focus on the
development of mAbs capable of neutralizing multiple
filoviruses and pan-species Ebolavirus mAbs. Crowe and team
isolated one mAb from human survivors of EVD which bound to
an epitope in the GP base region and cross- neutralized EBOV,
BDBV, and SUDV in small model animal (75). Bornholdt et al.
isolated two broadly neutralizing human antibodies which when
formulated as a cocktail (MBP134AF) could protect ferrets and
NHPs against lethal EBOV, SUDV and BDBV (41). Holtsberg
et al. developed pan-ebolavirus and pan-filovirus antibodies
which cross-neutralized EBOV and SUDV in vivo (76). All
those studies exemplify the ongoing efforts towards the
development of broadly neutralizing mAbs, pan-ebolavirus and
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pan-filovirus antibodies. However, cross-species neutralizing
mAbs identified need to be fully pre-clinically characterized
and enter into an accelerated development path towards
clinical trials. Current antibody engineering techniques may
help to improve their functionality and efficacy, as
demonstrated by Frei et al. in small model animals (32, 33).
With the perspective to be effective against any all-known
filoviruses infection, the same effort must be considered for the
fast development of pan-filoviruses mAbs.
CONCLUSION

Antibody-based immunotherapy is an effective intervention
against emerging viral infections. Although some general
features of mAb114 and REGN-EB3 differ, as outlined in this
review, their initial implementation has proved efficacy in
significantly reducing EBOV mortality. Antibody-based
treatment to EVD will need to be monitored for rapidly
evolving virus resistance. Usage of a cocktail of mAbs, such as
REGN-EB3, targeting non-overlapping epitopes of EBOV should
reduce the risk of selection of resistance. To improve efficacy and
reduce the possibility of resistance, a single EBOV-specific mAb,
such as mAb114, can be engineered with a mix of specificities to
distinct epitopes. Several burning questions in the Ebola field
related to the introduction of mAbs therapeutic have been
discussed in this review and still need more investigations to
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 11
be elucidated. Future research must focus on resolving those
questions and enhancing progress made after over 44 years of
extensive research on Ebola therapeutics. Also, the current FDA-
approved therapeutics constitute an essential milestone in the
Ebola therapeutic research and may serve as a backbone for
designing novel treatments or vaccine strategies.
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